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The Duke She Wished For A Historical Regency Romance
Happily Ever After Book 1
The beloved Aunt Dimity returns in this delightful follow-up to the book that launched
the Aunt Dimity series. Watch out for Nancy Atherton's latest, Aunt Dimity and the
King's Ransom, coming in July 2018 from Viking! Emma Porter is forty, fat, frumpy, and
a passionate amateur gardener. When her longtime lover dumps her for a younger
woman, Emma escapes the cloying sympathy of family and friends by setting out on a
summer-long driving tour of England's glorious gardens. A Dimity-contrived
coincidence brings her to Penford Hall, a sprawling Gothic mansion in Cornwall, where
she finds a duke in search of a missing lantern with extraordinary powers. Suspecting
there's more than one mystery to be solved at Penford Hall, Emma accepts the duke's
invitation to stay on and restore the once glorious chapel garden to its former beauty.
The dark rumors surrounding a rock star and the near-death of the duke's beautiful
cousin confirm Emma's suspicions, and set her--with Aunt Dimity's ghostly
guidance--on the path to Penford Hall's secrets and the pleasure of unexpected love.
City-educated teacher Hilary Vane opens a school for young ladies in Wycombe Valley,
despite the objections of the mysterious, handsome Jonathan Rayner, Duke of Alverly.
Original.
An excellent student... In the art of flirtation
Fleur Harrington cannot remember her past. Where she came from, where she was
going and how she ended up rescued by the scandalous Robert Erskine, the Duke of
Daventry. With no prospects or family, the Duke is her only refuge and she becomes a
maid in his house. Can she do what no other woman has yet achieved – steal the Duke’s
heart?
Amazing value Regency two-story collection. Jam-packed with romance, love, and
adventure. Charming dukes with attitudes and kind hearts. Lovely ladies who want to
find love. You'll find all of this and much more in this collection. The collection includes:
1. The Duke’s Reluctant Bride Jane is talented at many things, though being desired as
a wife is not one of those talents. Jane and her sisters are what her parents consider
prizes to be won. They are eager to marry their daughters off to the highest bidder but
Jane wants to travel to Italy instead. Though it is a dream, Jane longs to spend time
studying art and improving her drawings. She wants to spend her days and nights
drawing and watching her work sell across the world. However, her parents do not
approve of her dream and insist that it is far beyond time that she settle down. Much to
her displeasure, Jane is given an ultimatum. She will marry by the end of the season to
a man of her choosing or her mother fill find a man for her. Since birth, Jane and Peggy
have been attached at the hip. When Peggy gets married, Jane is more than happy
though it means that she is losing her favorite sister. At the wedding, she meets one of
the most aggravating men she has ever met. The man will not be cowed by the woman
with a tongue as sharp as her mind. Instead he is intrigued by her but at every turn she
pushes him further away. Before long, everything has become too much for Jane to deal
with. One fateful Sunday after Jane discovers that her father has accepted a proposal
on her behalf, she packs her bags and runs away, potentially ruining her future forever.
2. Governess for the Charming Duke Cora Masterson is a governess running from a
wealthy past. With no family to speak of and a desire to own a little cottage by the lake,
Cora is eager to take on employment with James Buckler, Duke of Ellerhouse. The pair
soon discover that they are like oil and water, neither wanting to bend or give. Though
James does not make her life easy, Cora finds herself completely enthralled with her
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young charges who need a parent in their life far more than they need a governess. Life
is quickly becoming more unbearable with James challenging her at every turn but Cora
is not one to be toyed with. Equal parts intelligent and spirited, she is not about to allow
the duke to walk all over her without a fight.
One of the best-loved adventures of all time. When young D'Artagnan comes to Paris to
seek his fortune, he is challenged to a duel with not one, but three of the king's
Musketeers. But Athos, Porthos and Aramis become his trusted friends as he tries to
prove himself worthy of becoming a fourth Musketeer.
A Regency Holiday Romance
The Duke's Children
A Duke to Remember
The Memoirs of the Duke de Saint-Simon on the Reign of Louis XIV. and the Regency
Mistress of Two Fortunes and a Duke
A Historical Regency Romance
A Novel
The Duke I Love
The Three Musketeers
A Devil of a Duke
When Marrying a Duke...
Tabitha Blackmore is a woman who knows what she wants. A life of her
own, one free from her hostile stepmother and gold-digging stepsister,
and the ability to profit from her own talent. Working out of the shop
her father began, Tabitha creates some of the most noteworthy hats and
accessories in London, and looks forward to the day she can attend
millinery school in Paris and break free of her current life. An
opportunity arises to outfit and protect the Duchess of Stowe, leading
to a chance meeting with her son, the Duke. Nicholas Fairchild is a
duke in name but not at heart. As his mother returns to society
following her mourning period for his father, Nicholas dreads his
responsibility to entertain vapid, fortune-seeking socialites and,
eventually, find a wife. He happens upon Tabitha, who is everything he
would have hoped for but nothing that he would have ever expected.
He's a duke who holds honesty above all; she's a commoner hiding her
true identity. Can they find their happily ever after at the
masquerade, or will what separates them be too much to overcome when
the final chime sounds at midnight? The Duke She Wished For is a
30,000-word romance with no cliffhangers, no cheating, and a
guaranteed happily ever after! For readers 18+ due to some steamy love
scenes.
Handsome, wealthy and always hotly pursued by London’s Society
beauties, the Duke of Wydeminster is a gentleman very much in demand –
yet his affaires de coeur invariably leave him dissatisfied and
feeling trapped, especially his current one with the beautiful Fenella
Newbury, who is married to a much older husband.What he needs in his
life is not more love affairs, but a new challenge and very much
sooner than he could have expected one presents itself.First in the
baffling form of a strange young woman called Aldora, who accosts him
in unlikely circumstances and insists that her mother intends to force
him to marry her, while also avowing her deep hatred of the Duke for
reasons that he cannot fathom.Next comes the revelation that Aldora’s
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mother, the ambitious Marchioness of Berkhampton has suggested to
Queen Victoria that the Duke should become the new Viceroy of India –
a position hardly less than that of a King!But there is a catch.Aldora
indeed spoke the truth!In order to be considered for the supreme
position of Viceroy, he must marry this young woman who despises and
detests him –
She’s a secret sensation. Miss Lily Hartley is the anonymous
mastermind behind the ton’s latest obsession: The Debutante’s Revenge,
a tell-all advice column for young ladies. To keep her identity
hidden, Lily delivers her columns disguised as a boy—which is well and
good, until she lands in the middle of tavern brawl. As luck would
have it, a devastatingly handsome duke sweeps in to rescue her. He has
no idea who she is. Eric Nash, Duke of Stonebridge, discovers there’s
a beautiful woman hiding beneath a lad’s cap, and, before long, he’s
falling for the delightfully clever stranger recuperating in his
house. He vows to help her find her home, even though he’s reluctant
to part with her. There’s only one problem... Neither does she. Lily
has no idea who she is. She could be a duchess or maid. Betrothed or
married. There’s only one thing she does know—that her attraction to
Nash is more than skin-deep, and it grows stronger every day. While
Lily and Nash search to find her true identity, they just might lose
their hearts to each other... “Fans of Regency romance authors Eloisa
James, Tessa Dare, and Mary Jo Putney will go wild.” —Booklist "Deeply
satisfying." - Publishers Weekly
Can a duke be thrown into debtor's prison? If so, Emily, dependent on
her cousin, the heir to her father's impoverished dukedom, wonders
what will become of her? With great reluctance, she agrees to marry a
man willing to pay for an aristocratic bride. Rejected by the woman he
loves, Ambrose Hawkins, shipper, importer, and former pirate, settles
for a female who can further his social ambitions. His marriage to
Emily is prospering until a man who blames Hawkins for the failure of
his own courtship is murdered. Hawkins is the obvious suspect… …and
the obvious suspect usually hangs.
Antonia Locke longs to be slender like her pretty sister, but she is
too plump for the ton. That is why she is shocked when Patrick
Fairchild, the Duke of Exton, suddenly seems interested in her. She
has no idea that he wants to seduce her . . . into posing au naturel
for one of his paintings. No one, beyond his household, knows of his
love for painting, which is hardly a proper pastime for a duke. But if
he can finish this one, he will be happy. All he needs is for Antonia
to pose for him, but how can he convince the proper daughter of the
village’s schoolmaster to agree? Marriage. He will marry her, paint
her portrait, and then live separately from her once she has given him
an heir. After all, many men do that, but one thing he can’t imagine
being in the picture—falling in love with his model—turns his plans
toward a model marriage.
Miss Persys Timothy has outlived her usefulness to her wealthy aunt
after her cousin marries—and she is left without a home or position.
The Duke of Eddington spirits her off to his estate to provide
companionship for his injured mother. Persys knows better than to fall
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in love with a duke, but the duke doesn’t show the same caution.
Regency Romance by Emily Hendrickson; originally published by Signet
A Duke's Daughter
The Duke's Children Complete
Extended edition
A Hazards of Dukes Novel
The Duke She Wished For
Capturing the Duke's Heart
The Wicked Duke
A Model Marriage
An Historical Novel. In Four Volumes. By E. M. F. ...
A Steamy Regency Romance (Parvenues & Paramours Book 2)
The Duke's Bride

Tabitha Blackmore is a woman who knows what she wants. A life of her
own, one free from her hostile stepmother and gold-digging stepsister, and
the ability to profit from her own talent. Working out of the shop her father
began, Tabitha creates some of the most noteworthy hats and accessories
in London, and looks forward to the day she can attend millinery school in
Paris and break free of her current life. An opportunity arises to outfit and
protect the Duchess of Stowe, leading to a chance meeting with her son,
the Duke.Nicholas Fairchild is a duke in name but not at heart. As his
mother returns to society following her mourning period for his father,
Nicholas dreads his responsibility to entertain vapid, fortune-seeking
socialites and, eventually, find a wife. He happens upon Tabitha, who is
everything he would have hoped for but nothing that he would have ever
expected.He's a duke who holds honesty above all; she's a commoner hiding
her true identity. Can they find their happily ever after at the masquerade,
or will what separates them be too much to overcome when the final chime
sounds at midnight?
Over a year has passed . . .And Eleanor Easton has not forgiven her former
fiancé for breaking her heart. She should have known the Duke of
Beckworth was just like her father, a womanizing liar. But she’d trusted
Beck. She’d loved him desperately. And now her father has done the
unforgivable. He has died after making Beckworth the trustee of Eleanor’s
annuity. Now she must beg the duke for money whenever she is in need of
funds. Beckworth intends to win her back . . .Eleanor Easton is the love of
Beckworth’s life. And now that she is back in England, he will do whatever
it takes to make her his bride, exactly as they’d planned a year ago. But
Eleanor still believes the lies Lord Weatherby told about him, and she
despises him for what she believes he did. Beckworth knows it’s going to
take some creative wooing and a bit of intrigue to win Eleanor back and
expose Weatherby for the scoundrel he is. But Beck is definitely up to the
task.
A Publishers Weekly Best Books of Summer Selection From New York
Times bestselling author Madeline Hunter comes the latest sexy tale of
three untamable dukes and the women who ignite their decadent desires . .
. HE MAY BE A DEVIL He’s infamous, debaucherous, and known all over
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town for his complete disregard for scandal, and positively irresistible
seductions. Gabriel St. James, Duke of Langford, is obscenely wealthy, jawdroppingly handsome, and used to getting exactly what he wants. Until his
attention is utterly captured by a woman who refuses to tell him her name,
but can’t help surrendering to his touch . . . BUT SHE’S NO ANGEL
EITHER . . . Amanda Waverly is living two lives—one respectable existence
as secretary to an upstanding lady, and one far more dangerous battle of
wits—and willpower—with the devilish Duke. Langford may be the most
tempting man she’s ever met, but Amanda’s got her hands full trying to
escape the world of high-society crime into which she was born. And if he
figures out who she really is, their sizzling passion will suddenly boil over
into a much higher stakes affair . . . Madeline Hunter’s novels are:
“Brilliant, compelling. . . . An excellent read.” —The Washington Post
“Mesmerizing.” —Publishers Weekly
Christmas brings unforeseen complications for the Duke of Cleburne and
Lady Juliet Gale. The Duke of Cleburne, Giles Fortescue, has spent years
perfecting his status as a rogue. When he arrives in the library for a tryst
and mistakes one lady for another, all of his hard work crumbles. Now he
faces the parson’s noose. When a devilishly good looking lord kissed Lady
Juliet Gale, she knew she should stop him. She certainly should not have
wrapped her legs around his waist. But nothing so exciting had ever
happened to her before. Now she will pay for her transgression. Will they
give in to fate, or fight against it?
An emotional, rags to riches, temporary governess romance from a New
York Times bestselling author: Single father and confirmed bachelor Jack
Skeffington is the mastermind behind an international smuggling ring, yet
unable to control his rambunctious ten-year-old twins. What he needs is a
stern, experienced, no-nonsense governess. What he gets is his business
partner’s untouchable sister, whose delectable body Jack yearns to pull
close. Mademoiselle Désirée le Duc cannot wait to return to France and
regain her lost vineyard. But to do so, she must repay crippling debt.
Determined to buy freedom, she accepts temporary employment from an
Englishman with a wicked smile and a big… wine cellar. His kisses taste
like heaven and his arms feel like home. How can she choose between two
families separated by the sea? The 12 Dukes of Christmas is a series of
heartwarming Regency romps nestled in a picturesque snow-covered
village. Twelve delightful romances… and plenty of delicious dukes!
Daphne Goodenham has always been determined to wed a duke—not just
because she loves fine dresses and parties, but because she wants to
guarantee that she and her sister are never destitute again. When she
meets the Duke of Inverfyre, a notorious fop, she immediately notices
intriguing inconsistencies. Is there more to the duke than meets the eye?
Why would he hide the truth if he were handsome, young, rich and a duke?
Alexander, the Duke of Inverfyre, is bent on catching a notorious thief who
injured his sister, no matter what the cost. But when the lovely Miss
Goodenham is bent on charming him, Alexander’s disguise proves to be no
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defense against her curiosity—and he has no resistance to her kiss. Will
Daphne inadvertently foil Alexander’s plan? Will he have to sacrifice her
interest to avenge his sister? Or can Daphne ensure Alexander’s triumph
and make her own Christmas wish come true? A Duke by Any Other Name
is included in Charmed at Christmas, one of the Christmas at Castle
Keyvnor anthologies. Those anthologies remain available *** The Brides of
North Barrows Regency Romances 1. Something Wicked This Way Comes
(Sophia and Lucien) 2. A Duke By Any Other Name (Daphne and Alexander)
Ultimately, there will be four stories in this series, including Anthea's story
and Eurydice's story. This series also connects some of my fictional realms.
Alexander is Duke of Inverfyre, which is the holding of the Hawk in The
Warrior (The Rogues of Ravensmuir #3) and is a descendant of that line.
He also lives at Airdfinnan, which is the holding of Angus MacGillivray in
The Beauty (The Bride Quest #5). The vine that sprouts for Alexander has
an earlier cameo in The Temptress (The Bride Quest #6). regency romance,
regency romance novella, christmas, spies, action adventure, second
chance at love, reunion, disguise, sexy romance, Scottish hero, jewel thief,
disguise, mistaken identity, duke, insta-love, love at first sight
Aunt Dimity and the Duke
Miss Timothy Perseveres
The Duke
A Regency Romance
Gambling on the Duke's Daughter
Her Best Friend, The Duke (Mills & Boon Historical)
The Duke Is But a Dream
The Demon Duke
A Regency Romance Novella
Never Kiss a Duke
The Duke Who Loved Me

In the new novel from the bestselling author of The Baron
Next Door, May Bradford isn't afraid to play devil's
advocate when it comes to a duke . . . After her mother's
death, May's sea captain father sends her halfway around the
world to live with his stodgy sister in England. The summer
festival in Bath made for a lovely distraction, but now she
can't wait for her father's return so she can leave behind
this country, its suffocating rules and - in particular one infuriatingly proper nobleman. Because he is the Duke of
Radcliffe, William Spencer's whole life revolves around his
duties. He never sets foot outside the bounds of proper
behavior, and he expects the same of those around him. With
her devil-may-care ways, May vexes him nearly as much as she
tempts him, but there's something about her that he just
can't resist. He knows he's falling hard for her, but with
lives that are worlds apart, will they ever be able to find
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any common ground? This charming, quick-witted Regency
romance is a must for fans of Julia Quinn, Stephanie Laurens
and Mary Balogh. 'Delicious humour, [a] dollop of suspense,
and delectable characters.' Sabrina Jeffries 'Will delight
Regency fans looking to escape London's stuffy ballrooms . .
. supremely gratifying.' Publishers Weekly
He was alone in the world, and there was no one of whom he
could ask a question. After the sudden death of his wife,
two years after he has left office as Prime Minister, the
Duke of Omnium must become deeply involved with his children
for the first time. They vex him enormously: with school
expulsions, vast gambling debts, and what he considers to be
calamitous romantic attachments. He tries to compel them to
do what he wants, but they are not so easy to manage. Even
when his eldest child and heir, Lord Silverbridge, makes him
proud by embarking upon a political career, the Duke
grapples with heartache. For Silverbridge becomes a
Conservative rather than a Liberal, flouting the family
tradition. The relationship between father and son is drawn
with remarkable subtlety, and the book as a whole becomes a
piercing, yet often humorous, exploration of change: how
both the young and the old resist, tolerate, or embrace it.
Trollope cut roughly 65,000 words, at a vulnerable moment in
his career, to get the novel published, but concluded
rapidly that he had made a grievous error. After a
painstaking reconstruction by a team of researchers, The
Duke's Children, the final book in Trollope's famed Palliser
series, can now be read the way he first intended. It is a
masterpiece of Victorian fiction.
Captain Dylan Blake has spent the last decade fighting for
his country. Desperate for a little peace, he sells his
commission and returns to England but soon finds himself
angry and adrift in London Society. When an old nemesis
challenges him to a wager -- he must get Lady Natalia
Sinclair to dance with him twice in one evening -- he is
willing to play along. The daughter of a duke, Lady Natalia
Sinclair fears her enormous dowry is the only thing that
draws her many suitors. But heroic Captain Blake seems
different. Unfortunately, she soon realizes his smile is
false, his interest superficial. Dylan sees Natalia's
rejection as a challenge, and the stakes increase when he
discovers his elder brother Michael is wooing the duke's
daughter as well. Passed over for Michael too many times,
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he's determined to prove he can be first in somebody's
heart. As the lines between the wager and attraction blur,
can Dylan and Natalia find the courage to take the biggest
gamble of all -- love?
Third in the roguishly intriguing series by the New York
Times bestselling author of Tall, Dark, and Wicked and His
Wicked Reputation... She appeals to his wicked inclinations,
but he never expects she might snare his heart.... Suspected
of his brother’s murder, Lancelot Hemingford, Duke of
Aylesbury, was forced to give up his hell-raising habits in
London for the anonymity of quiet country living. So, when
an opportunity arises to clear his name in exchange for
proposing to the niece of a neighbor, he sees no choice but
to accept. Plus, seducing the reluctant maiden will be a
most intriguing challenge... As Marianne Radley is dependent
on her uncle, she must accept the Duke's marriage proposal
at her family’s request, despite her belief he is
irredeemably wicked. But along with marrying him, she
intends to sniff out the duke’s unsavory secrets and expose
them to the world: a plan that would be flawless were it not
for one minor detail—even she, with all her determination,
is not immune to the charms of a rakish duke...
In this dazzling first novel featuring the Knight family,
bestselling author Gaelen Foley writes an elegant, emotional
story that touches the heart and soul. Driven to uncover the
truth about the mysterious death of his ladylove, the Duke
of Hawkscliffe will go to any lengths to unmask a murderer.
Even if it means jeopardizing his reputation by engaging in
a scandalous affair with London's most provocative
courtesan—the desirable but aloof Belinda Hamilton. Bel has
used her intelligence and wit to charm the city's titled
gentlemen, while struggling to put the pieces of her life
back together. She needs a protector, so she accepts Hawk's
invitation to become his mistress in name only. He asks
nothing of her body, but seeks her help in snaring the same
man who shattered her virtue. Together they tempt the
unforgiving wrath of society—until their risky charade turns
into a dangerous attraction, and Bel must make a devastating
decision that could ruin her last chance at love. . . .
He’s controlled. Meticulous. Immaculate. No one would expect
the proper Duke of Westmead to be a member of London’s most
illicit secret club. Least of all: his future wife. Having
overcome financial ruin and redeemed his family name to
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become the most legendary investor in London, the Duke of
Westmead needs to secure his holdings by producing an heir.
Which means he must find a wife who won’t discover his
secret craving to spend his nights on his knees – or make
demands on his long scarred-over heart. Poppy Cavendish is
not that type of woman. An ambitious self-taught botanist
designing the garden ballroom in which Westmead plans to woo
a bride, Poppy has struggled against convention all her life
to secure her hard-won independence. She wants the capital
to expand her exotic nursery business – not a husband. But
there is something so compelling about Westmead, with his
starchy bearing and impossibly kind eyes -- that when an
accidental scandal makes marriage to the duke the only means
to save her nursery, Poppy worries she wants more than the
title he is offering. The arrangement is meant to be just
business. A greenhouse for an heir. But Poppy yearns to
unravel her husband’s secrets – and to tempt the duke to
risk his heart. "An astonishingly good debut...The whole
book is a breath of fresh air, both a complex, layered story
and a soaring romance with two very real people at its
heart." -- The New York Times Book Review Author’s Note:
Dear readers, please be aware this is an angsty, twisty book
written in the style of a gothic romance, and there are some
dark moments along the path to a happy ending for our
characters. No spoilers here, but if you are a sensitive
reader please do consult the reviews before diving in.
Yours, Scarlett 2018 Romance Writers of America Golden Heart
® Winner for Best Historical Romance "Desert Isle
Keeper...The alliance is unexpected, fascinating and a
refreshing departure from typical Regency romances, and I
never wanted The Duke I Tempted to end." -- All About
Romance "Peckham’s meticulous character work pays off in
spectacular, grandly romantic fashion and The Duke I Tempted
ends with particularly cathartic and hard-won happily ever
after." -- BookPage "Gothic romances are tempestuous by
definition, but this one is dramatic even by those
heightened standards...If you want something to speed your
heart and stop your breath as you read beneath the covers,
with only the meager flashlight beam warding off the
enveloping night — then you have a rare treat in store." -The Seattle Review of Books "A one-sitting, late-into-thenight read, The Duke I Tempted ran away with my heart." -Book Ink Reviews
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Eleanor and the Duke
The Storms Of Love
From the Latter Part of the Reign of Edward II to the
Coronation of Henry IV.
Memoirs of the Duke of Rovigo, (M.Savary)
Chronicles of England, France, Spain, and the Adjoining
Countries
The Gentleman's Magazine
A Debutante Diaries Novel
The Duke and the Commoner
The Memoirs of the Duke of Saint-Simon on the Reign of Louis
XIV and the Regency
Fate Gave Me a Duke
The Duke of Clarence
Three Golden Rules for this Season's debutantes: 1. Ensure that you have
appropriate instruction in etiquette 2. Flirting is acceptable if done with decorum
3. Your future husband must be of honorable intent But unconventional Marietta
Westwood has already broken all the rules! Her suitor, the enigmatic yet
charmingly irresistible Duke of Arden, has long been intriguing the ladies of the
ton. And he's the same man whose dangerous kisses have been scandalously
burned into Marietta's mind….
One of Orpah Mag's Best Romance Novels of 2020! A disinherited duke and a
former lady are courting much more than business in the first novel in Megan
Frampton’s newest titillating series, Hazards of Dukes. Everything he had ever
known was a lie… Sebastian, Duke of Hasford, has a title, wealth, privilege, and
plenty of rakish charm. Until he discovers the only thing that truly belongs to him
is his charm. An accident of birth has turned him into plain Mr. de Silva. Now,
Sebastian is flummoxed as to what to do with his life—until he stumbles into a
gambling den owned by Miss Ivy, a most fascinating young lady, who hires him
on the spot. Working with a boss has never seemed so enticing. Everything tells
her he’s a risk she has to take… Two years ago, Ivy gambled everything that was
precious to her—and won. Now the owner of London’s most intriguing gambling
house, Ivy is competent, assured, and measured. Until she meets Mr. de Silva,
who stirs feelings she didn’t realize she had. Can she keep her composure
around her newest employee? They vow to keep their partnership strictly
business, but just one kiss makes them realize that with each passing day—and
night—there’s nothing as tempting as what is forbidden…
Fans of Bridgerton will fall in love with this sparkling Regency romance from
bestselling author Jane Ashford featuring: A duke accustomed to getting his own
way A lady determined to teach him a thing or two about love Delicious
opposites-attract romance Glittering detail and banter First in a new series!
James Cantrell, the new Duke of Tereford, has inherited a dukedom in disarray
and is overwhelmed by his unaccustomed responsibilities. Then he gets an idea.
Cecelia Vainsmede served as liaison between James and her father, and she
knows a great deal about business matters, his own in particular. She's also
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quite pretty. Ever the pragmatist, he suggests a marriage of convenience. Cecelia
has always been good at working with James, but she doesn't understand how
he can be so obtuse. He clearly doesn't realize that he's the duke she's always
wished for, or that his offer is an insult. But when a German prince arrives in
London and immediately sets out to woo Cecelia, James will have to come to
terms with what he really feels for her. Is running away worth the cost of losing
her, or will the duke dare to win her once and for all? Praise for Jane Ashford's
historical romances: "Humor, drama, mystery, romance, intrigue, and a
surprising ending. I can't wait to read the other books in the series."—Harlequin
Junkie Top Pick for How to Cross a Marquess "[A]n irresistibly sweet literary
confection."—Booklist for Earl to the Rescue "Filled with wit and charm."—Fresh
Fiction for Nothing Like a Duke
"The Duke's Children" by Anthony Trollope. Published by Good Press. Good
Press publishes a wide range of titles that encompasses every genre. From wellknown classics & literary fiction and non-fiction to forgotten?or yet undiscovered
gems?of world literature, we issue the books that need to be read. Each Good
Press edition has been meticulously edited and formatted to boost readability for
all e-readers and devices. Our goal is to produce eBooks that are user-friendly
and accessible to everyone in a high-quality digital format.
Love takes the stage . . . Elise deVries is not what she seems. By night, the
actress captivates London theatergoers with her chameleon-like ability to slip
inside her characters. By day, she uses her mastery of disguise to work
undercover for Chegarre & Associates, an elite agency known for its discreet
handling of indelicate scandals. But when Elise is tasked with locating the
missing Duke of Ashland, she finds herself center stage in a real-life drama. Noah
Ellery left the glamour of the London aristocracy to pursue a simpler life in the
country. He's managed to avoid any complications or entanglements-that is, until
he lays eyes on Elise and realizes there's more to this beautiful woman than
meets the eye. But when Elise reveals her real identity-and her true feelings for
him-the runaway duke must confront the past he left behind . . . to keep the
woman he loves forever.
(Book 2 of the Chambers Trilogy)
A Duke by Any Other Name
The Duke's Mistress
The Seduction of a Duke
The Duke Can Go to the Devil
The Duke I Tempted
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